Air traffic capacity is mainly bound by air traffic controller workload. In order to effectively find solutions for this problem, off-line pre-experimental workload assessment methods are desirable. In order to better understand the workload associated with air traffic control, previous research introduced the static Solution Space as a possible workload metric. The Solution Space Diagram is a mapping of intruding aircraft trajectories to the velocity/heading plane in the form of Conflict Zones and safe areas. Choosing a velocity vector in either one will provide an unsafe or a safe solution, respectively. In this paper an improved, dynamic Solution Space will be tested for correlations with air traffic controller workload, measured experimentally. A two dimensional experiment has been conducted, where subjects were required to line up all aircraft in a sector towards a certain waypoint, while continuously providing subjective workload ratings. High correlations were found between several Solution Space parameters and the subjective workload. Even though a conventional workload metric shows also to be highly correlated to the measured workload, the Solution Space could be the scenario independent workload metric that is currently missing in air traffic controller workload determination.
I. Introduction
While the world bows for the inevitable forces of the global credit crunch, this same crunch is attempting to take over the lead position in a list of possible reasons why air traffic cannot grow as fast as would be expected or might be desirable. The assumed number one position on that list for a great number of years, and still a reason worth exploring even now, has been Air Traffic Controller (ATCo) workload. [1] [2] [3] ATCo workload has been recognized as having an important influence on airspace capacity and safety and the effect of changes to Air Traffic Control systems on workload must be assessed. This can be done by means of expert reviews of the proposed changes and metrics on the basis of off-line, fast-time simulations and workload measurements in real-time, manned simulations.
The use of an objective metric in fast-time simulations could provide a robust method of ATCo workload assessment while keeping costs low. This motivates the development of such metrics and fuels the need for a metric that can reliably predict ATCo workload.
In order to get an insight in the workload of an ATCo, it is common practice to observe the task demand load, being the objective, subject-independent aspects of workload, instead of the workload proper. 4a When trying to find an objective measure for the ATCo task demand load, most researchers have assumed that ATCo task demand load is coupled to sector complexity. Since task demand load in turn is coupled with workload, sector complexity should have a strong relationship to ATCo workload. A rather straightforward method of determining sector complexity is looking at the aircraft count (or aircraft density). When only looking at individual sector characteristics, aircraft count has the highest correlation with subjective workload ratings. 5, 6 The weakness in using this method lies in the fact that it ignores other important airspace parameters. Moreover, the relationship between aircraft count and workload is non-linear. 7, 8 In order to solve this problem, methods like the Dynamic Density 5, 6, [9] [10] [11] and the Traffic Load Index [12] [13] [14] were developed. These methods show more promising results in estimating ATCo workload then the Aircraft Count. However, both methods rely on the use of an expert to calibrate the method to a specific situation, thus making the methods undesirably specific. A need has arisen to find a complexity metric that is generally applicable to a large number of Air Traffic situations. 15 -For an observed aircraft (own), other aircraft (int1, int2) in its vicinity produce a region (beam) in relative velocity space that must be avoided. These regions are translated with the velocity of the intruder aircraft, to create regions in the absolute velocity/heading space of the own aircraft that must be avoided (insert top right). This representation is combined with the possible speed ranges for the own aircraft (bottom), to obtain a display for self separation.
Figure 1. Forbidden beam zones
In this light, complexity maps, as have been developed by Lee et al., 16 and the Solution Space, as was introduced by Hermes et al., 17 were proposed as complexity metrics.
Forbidden Beam Zone
The Solution Space metric relies heavily on work done by Van Dam et al. on the Forbidden Beam Zone (FBZ), as can be found in Figure 1 . The FBZ was originally developed by Van Dam et al. 15 as a means of self-separation for use in the cockpit. By definition, choosing a velocity/heading combination inside the FBZ will lead to a separation violation. The zone is built up by constructing two tangent lines from the controlled aircraft to the separation circle of the observed aircraft and then translating these lines by the velocity vector of the observed aircraft.
Solution Space
In the work of Hermes, the FBZ was introduced in the field of ATCo workload determination as the Solution Space. 17 The Solution Space Diagram covers all heading/velocity combinations, indicating which velocity vectors offer 'safe solutions' and which velocity vectors lead to an impending conflict with another aircraft. The hypothesis was made that the state of the Solution Space Diagram was strongly correlated to sector complexity. To prove this concept an experiment was conducted, where both experienced subjects and unexperienced subjects tried to merge one free aircraft in a stream of on-route aircraft. 17 A strong correlation was found between the initial static Solution Space and the subjective complexity rating given by the test subjects. However, the described experiment only covered a very specific case. Due to the merging character of the experiment, the intent of the free aircraft was completely known, being to merge on the pre-defined route. This enabled the elimination of all 'non-route-bound' velocity vectors as being part of the Solution Space. Moreover, due to the fact that the test subjects were instructed to merge on the closest route segment and not to cross it, it was known beforehand that route segments that were 'behind' other route segments were not part of the Solution Space. Finally, only the initial Solution Space was considered; all scenarios were set up to have an initial opening in the Solution Space that would safely merge the aircraft. However, it is quite possible to think of a rather simple scenario, that has no initial solution, but is in fact quite easy to solve.
To solve these problems, the tangent-based calculation of the Solution Space is introduced in the present project.
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This calculation is sufficiently fast to be suitable for dynamic Solution Space measurements. The tangent-based Solution Space is constructed using Conflict Zones (CoZ's) that project the intent information of an observed aircraft onto the Solution Space Diagram. It has also become possible to limit a CoZ to be calculated for a limited time span. 
II. Hypothesis
It is hypothesized that the Solution Space is strongly related to ATCo workload. Due to the state of the Solution Space development, previous work was limited to finding a relationship between the initial Solution Space and sector complexity in a severely simplified and conditioned ATC environment.
For this paper, it is suspected that a direct relationship exists between workload and the Solution Space at each moment in time. The goal is to find the strongest possible relationship between Solution Space parameters and a subjective workload measure in a highly dynamic environment.
III. Dynamic Solution Space Parameters
The Solution Space as a diagram is not suited for direct implementation as a complexity metric, because it only contains visual information. In order to extract useful information from the Solution Space Diagram, a number of parameters can be defined that describe certain aspects of the Solution Space. Because the Dynamic Solution Space is a term that contains a vast amount of data, the Dynamic Solution Space in this paper has been limited in frequency and in diversity.
The Solution Space has been calculated every 20 seconds for each aircraft present in the air traffic sector. Subsequently various Solution Space parameters, which will be defined in the following sections, have been calculated for each aircraft. For the statistical analysis all Solution Space parameters have been averaged over all aircraft, thus implicitly assuming that each aircraft has an equal influence on the workload. The data has also been re-sampled to have a frequency equal to the workload scores that have been measured once every minute by averaging the parameter scores per minute.
The measured parameters can be divided in two different basic parameter types, 10 different Solution Space calculation options and 6 different observation angles. Adding the measurement of two baseline parameters, being the Number of Aircraft and the Number of Commands, this makes a total of 122 measured parameters. All solution parameters have been named according to their option, parameter type and their observation angle. The parameter corresponding to the Area parameter of option 9 with a 45
• observation angle for instance, has been named Option 9 Area 45. Next to the continuous parameters, the number of separation violations per experiment run has also been measured.
A. Area and Change
Conclusions from previous work by Hermes et al. 17 stated that the area in the Solution Space that offers solutions has a strong (inverse) correlation with ATCo workload. For this experiment the area that is covered by the CoZ's was calculated as a percentage of the total available area between the minimum and the maximum velocity line in the Solution Space Diagram. This area was corrected for the fact that the Solution Space is circular. If this had not been done, the Solution Space area would have been influenced more by high velocities then by low velocities. The Area parameter thus represents the percentage of velocity vectors in the given heading/velocity envelope that will lead to a conflict according to the Solution Space Diagram.
The use of a Dynamic Solution Space makes the calculation of rate properties possible. Next to the Area parameter, a Change parameter has been introduced. The Change parameter is the percentage of the Solution Space Diagram that changed state from safe to unsafe or vice versa. This is illustrated in Figures 3(a) to 3(c) , where it can also be seen that a rotation gives almost no change in the Area of the solution space, but does give a value for the Change parameter. These options thus assume that the subject has an intent for a certain amount of time. Options 6 to 8 use action limited versions of the CoZ. This means that the intent information of each aircraft is limited to a certain number of actions, after which the aircraft is assumed to maintain constant speed and heading. These options assume that the subject has an intent for a certain number of actions. Options 9 and 10 are a combination of the latter two methods, where the CoZ is limited in time and actions. 
C. Observation Angle
Besides the different options and parameter types, the effect of an observation angle has also been investigated. The objective is to determine whether the region around an aircraft's current velocity vector is more important in determining the Solution Space than the rest of the Solution Space. In order to test this, a range of observation angles has been tested, being 5, 10, 20, 45, 90 and 180 degrees. The observation angle is defined as the semi-sided angle relative to the velocity vector. For example, an observation angle of 90 degrees means that half of the Solution Space has been taken into account. Both the Area and the Change parameter percentages have been adjusted to take this limitation into account. This means that a full observation area always corresponds with a score of 100 and an empty observation area always corresponds with a score of 0, given the fact that both parameters are defined as a percentage of the total available Solution Space area.
IV. Experiment
To investigate possible relations between the dynamic Solution Space and the ATCo workload, an experiment has been conducted that involved managing air traffic in a simulated environment. In this experiment subjects were confronted with the task of directing all inbound traffic in an air traffic sector to a single merge point. The goal of the experiment was to find a relationship between the subjectively measured workload and an objective parameter, obtained from the dynamic Solution Space. The Solution Space has been analyzed both for parameters through time and for the predictive character of those parameters.
A. Workload
In the experiment as conducted by Hermes et al., the workload was measured as a subjective rating provided by the test participant after each scenario. This method gives one single workload score per scenario, which is a good way of measuring workload for a time independent problem. However, the dynamic problems encountered in Air Traffic Control have a time dependent character. The workload is likely to vary over time because of changes in the situation the ATCo is dealing with. As a result, the workload should be viewed as a time dependent variable and should thus be measured at several points in time.
Instantaneous Self-Assessment
A method that is used in real time Air Traffic simulations is the ISA (Instantaneous Self-Assessment) method for workload determination. 19, 20 This method, developed by the UK Civil Aviation Authority, uses concurrent workload evaluations to measure the subjective workload during an experiment. This can be done by either supplying the participant with a number of buttons to push every couple of minutes, or by evaluating the workload verbally. It has been suggested that the method is slightly intrusive when used in an experimental setup, however, the added insight in changing workload counterbalances this argument.
The big advantage of using the ISA method is that it is a simple way of evaluating the subjective ATCo workload over time, which cannot be said for physiological methods or the dual tasks method, which does measure workload over time, but is not simple. Therefore the choice has been made to use the ISA standard as a workload measure for this experiment. The subjects were asked to give a subjective workload rating every minute during the experiment on a scale from 1 to 7. The subject was asked to give a workload score by means of a pop-up window in the simulation that did not make controlling of the aircraft impossible. The ISA measurement was taken on a standard keyboard, where keys s,d,f,g,h,j and k were numbered from 1 to 7, ranging from easy to difficult. These keys were also color coded, ranging from pure green for 1 to pure red for 7.
Questionnaire
Between scenarios, the subjects have also been asked to answer a number of questions regarding the experiment. As part of this questionnaire, the subjects were asked what workload they experienced for each scenario, ranging from 1 to 7, on an scale equivalent to that of the ISA measurement. They were also asked whether the simulation speed, the aircraft mix or the sector size made the scenario particularly difficult. For each scenario there was the opportunity to provide comments on scenario properties.
B. Subjects
A total of twelve test subjects participated in the experiment. Four of these test subjects had ATC experience, four people had participated in an extensive introductory ATC-course and four were students at the faculty of aerospace engineering of Delft Technical University with no prior ATC experience. The group of four with ATC experience consisted of three male subjects and 1 female subject, ranging in age from 42 to 57 (µ = 51.3, σ = 6.9 in years). This group had professional experience as an air traffic controller ranging from 6 to 35 years. The group of four that did the introductory ATC-course consisted of three male subjects and 1 female subject, ranging in age from 27 to 47 (µ = 38.5, σ = 8.5 in years). The four students at the faculty of aerospace engineering where all male and ranged in age from 24 to 26 (µ = 25.5, σ = 1.0 in years).
C. Experiment Set-up
The test subjects were presented a simplified, two-dimensional representation of an air traffic environment, where all aircraft move in plane with no altitude separation. The environment consisted of an air traffic sector and multiple aircraft as is shown in Figure 7 . In this environment the user was capable of selecting aircraft by selecting an aircraft in the plan view display and controlling that aircraft either by using the control options in the right hand window or by giving keyboard inputs similar to those used by air traffic controllers.
Simplified Representation
To minimize a possible training effect when working with the simulator, several simplifications have been made with respect to a normal ATC environment. The aircraft types have been limited to two categories, being medium and heavy aircraft. The distinction between these two types was made in the plan view display by presenting a larger or smaller icon. The separation circle of 5 NM was given at all times as an indication of the separation distance. Separation violations were made visible by means of the aircraft color, which switched from green to red, and a visual message in the top left corner of the plan view display.
D. Instructions
All subjects that participated in this experiment were briefed on the goal of the experiment. The subjects were instructed to try and avoid separation violations at all times, while lining the aircraft up at the merge point. As a secondary requirement the subjects were instructed to merge the aircraft at a reasonable merge velocity. During the two training scenarios, that lasted 15 minutes each, the subjects were encouraged to try controlling the aircraft both with the keyboard inputs and with the control options on the right hand window of the simulation screen using the mouse. They were made actively aware of the possibility to give an aircraft a direct-to command to the merge point and they were told to attempt flying out of the sector without crossing the merge line, so they would experience the fact that an aircraft would return to the sector immediately when given a wrong exit point. Subjects were also instructed that it was not allowed to rest their hand on the ISA buttons, in order to prevent the subject from unconsciously giving the same ISA score over and over again just to get rid of the pop-up. The two training scenarios were flown subsequently, but between each actual experiment scenario subjects were given the option to rest for up to 10 minutes.
E. Scenarios
The experiment consisted of four different scenarios, excluding the two training scenarios. The choice of using different scenarios has been made for two reasons. First, because of the dynamic character of the experiment, it was expected that a number of test subjects would not be able to handle the steady flow of aircraft coming in, leading to a build up of aircraft in the sector. This could potentially lead to a situation where control of the aircraft would become impossible. By splitting the experiment into four 20 minute scenarios, the start of a each new scenario would be identical for each test subject and would thus ease the workload for those subjects that could not manage. The second reason to use scenarios was that this would give the opportunity to compare different scenarios. Different subjects have been offered the scenarios in a different pre-defined order, Table 2 , to prevent any possible dependency to training effects. On top of that, the scenario order has been distributed equally among different subject groups. Each scenario has been set up to have a distinct character. Scenario A had both heavy and medium aircraft coming in from random directions all around the sector. Scenario B had three streams of incoming aircraft with mixed aircraft on all streams. Scenario C had two streams of incoming heavy aircraft and one stream of incoming medium aircraft. Scenario D had two streams of incoming heavy aircraft and a number of aircraft passing through the sector that could not be controlled by the test subject.
Scenarios have not been calibrated to be either difficult or easy. All scenarios presented the subject with just over 40 aircraft in 20 minutes and the level of difficulty depended not only on the scenario set up, but also on the ATC strategy employed by the subject.
Dynamic Environment
The fact that the scenarios lasted 20 minutes each resulted in a dynamic environment, much like an actual ATC environment. The actions of the subject highly influenced the situation that developed in the air traffic sector. Due to the fact that the subject himself was in the loop, each experiment run was unique and each scenario resulted in different situations for different subjects. This behavior of the simulated environment complicated the interpretation of the data, due to the fact that results could not easily be compared with the scenarios as a constant factor. However, since this is also the case in actual ATC situations, this has deliberately been chosen to be an integral part of the experiment.
F. Simulation Characteristics
As was stated before, the experiment included two types of aircraft, representing medium aircraft and heavy aircraft. The velocity envelopes of these aircraft has been given in Table 3 , which also includes the required merge velocities at the merge line, as was referred to in the instructions section. The velocity envelopes of the medium and the heavy aircraft did not overlap in order to prevent subjects from putting all aircraft on the same velocity and thus eliminating the effect of having two different aircraft classes. The simulation used for this experiment used only kinematics for the aircraft behavior. All aircraft had a constant turn rate of three degrees per second and a constant acceleration rate of three knots per second. All velocities were given as indicated airspeed, but since there was no wind included in the model and the altitude was constant the relation between airspeed and groundspeed was a constant factor.
Aircraft that left the sector without having crossed the merge line were automatically sent back into the sector, not taking into account possible conflicts this could cause in the sector. As was said before, subjects were made actively aware of this conduct.
G. Simulation Speed
The simulation was run in fast-time, being at four times real time speed, as was previously done by Hermes et al. 17 The rationale behind running the experiment in fast-time was that this results in the acquisition of more data from the given experiment time. A positive side effect is that this prevented the subjects from underachieving out of boredom. A negative side effect could be that the subject experiences the task different then he would in real-time, which would be an undesired effect influencing the experiment results.
V. Results

A. Outlier Analysis
A total of five outliers were detected for the 960 workload measurements that have been taken during the experiment.
As can be seen in figure 8 , four outliers can be found in the ISA measurements for subject 6 and one can be determined for subject 9. Closer inspection of these outliers revealed that the high ISA scores found for subject 6 are consistent with other high scores that this subject gave consecutively. Also, these values seemed to be consistent with a high Number of Commands. The outlier for subject 9 is much lower than the other ratings. However, that minute, the subject also gave no commands. Both the Number of Commands and the Number of Aircraft were found to have their minimum value at that specific measurement point. This suggests that the workload was probably indeed very low. Because no unexplainable outliers were found, all these outliers were included in the analysis and accepted to be a part of the subject's behavioral pattern.
B. Group Differences
Before processing the data, it is important to investigate whether the different groups behaved similarly and can thus be added together, or if groups differed and should thus be treated individually. The results in this paper have been compared according to ISA score, Number of Aircraft and Number of Commands. First of all, all these parameters were found to have non-normal distribution for all groups. Using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test 21 it was found that this effect is significant (p < 0.01) for all parameters.
Given the fact that the parameters are not normally distributed, a non-parametric approach had to be used in comparing the different groups. Using the Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA, 21 no significant differences were found between groups for the Number of Commands. However, significant differences were found between groups concerning the ISA scores and the Number of Aircraft (p < 0.05).
In order to find the source of this significant difference, the Mann-Whitney test 21 was used as a post hoc test to determine differences between groups pairwise. Because three separate Mann-Whitney tests were used, the significance threshold had to be lowered to a value of 0.0167 (= 0.05/3) in order to prevent increasing the chance of having a Type I error. This is called a Bonferroni correction.
From these separate post hoc tests, it became clear that the students gave higher ISA scores than the other two groups, while the group with ATC experience had more aircraft in their sector. Both these effects were found to be significant. Table 4 shows the mean and median of the two tested parameters per group.
Finally, the number of separation violations per group has been evaluated using a Kruskal-Wallis test. However, no significant difference between groups was found. 
C. Subject Differences
Taking the analysis of different groups one step further requires inspecting the groups at the subject level. Using a Kruskal-Wallis test, it was found that within the student group and the experienced ATCo group the Number of Aircraft the subjects were confronted with did not differ significantly (p > 0.05). For the ATC-course group this parameter did differ significantly among subjects (p < 0.05). Both the ISA score and the Number of Commands had significant differences between subjects for all subject groups. This makes sense, because every subject is expected to have a different control strategy and a different interpretation of the subjective workload score.
D. Training Effect
In order to establish whether a significant training effect was present in the experiment, the known estimators for ATCo workload, being Number of Aircraft and Number of Commands, and the ISA score were tested for differences between runs using the Kruskal-Wallis test. They were also tested for significant trends using the Jonckheere-Terpstra test. It was found that neither the ISA score, nor the Number of Aircraft showed trends or differences between runs. The Number of Commands, however, was found to be different between runs. Also a trend was found where the number of commands given per minute increased over the course of the experiment. This results was significant, both for the Kruskal-Wallis test (p < 0.001) and the Jonckheere-Terpstra test (p = 0.007). Figure 9 shows that the trend does not show in the median data. The fact that the mean data does not differ more than one command per minute between scenarios resulted in the conclusion that no training effects were present in the dataset. 
E. Correlation Analysis
In statistical research it is common practice to negate subject differences by calculating standardized z-scores and then considering the whole of the normalized subject measurements. However, since the ISA score is an ordinal parameter, this practice would theoretically be incorrect in the light of this research. The step size between different ISA values is potentially not constant, because of potential non-linear use of the scale. Adding all measurements up could lead to a lower correlation result. By first calculating an individual correlation and selecting parameters through this method, potential erroneous discarding of parameters can be prevented. The fact that the data was non-parametric, as has been proven before, means that all correlations have been calculated using Kendall's tau instead of its parametric counterpart, the Pearson correlation. Please note that this method gives correlations that cannot be compared to correlations obtained via Pearson's method due to the differences between the methods.
Individual Correlations
In the light of the differences between groups and subjects the choice has been made to observe the correlations between different parameters on an individual subject level. The advantage of such an approach is that, although the subjects differ in ATC strategy, this approach allows for comparison of the relation between workload and a parameter on the subject level. This method resulted in 122 different correlations per subject (one per parameter, including Number of Aircraft and Number of Commands). With 12 subjects this resulted in 1464 different correlations.
Pre-selection
Calculating the correlation on the subject level also reduces the concept of significance to the subject level. Of all the individual correlations, 1135 turned out to be significant (p < 0.05), while 329 were not significant. Table 5 shows that a large portion of the parameters had either 12 or 11 significant individual correlations. Table 5 . Number of parameters per number of significant correlations Significant 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
Parameters 54 21 8 3 4 7 4 1 4 4 3 5 4 Since a non-significant correlation is not worth evaluating, the assumption was made that a parameter with less than a certain number of significant individual correlations probably does not have a significant correlation as a whole and should be discarded. On top of that, all parameters with a large number of insignificant correlations had a relatively low value for the individual correlations. The choice was made to include only those parameters with nine significant correlations or more, because all other parameters showed to have very low correlations. Since the objective of this research was to find a strong relationship between an objective parameter and the subjective workload, discarding parameters did not interfere with the final goals. This pre-selection eliminated 36 parameters, leaving 86 for further analysis.
Compare Groups
With 86 different parameters, it was now possible to compare the correlations of the different groups. The hypothesis here was that the three groups differ in ATC strategy, but that they all have a similar correlation between the parameters and the ISA score. After doing a Shapiro-Wilk test it became clear that in 21 cases out of a total of 258 cases (3 groups, 86 parameters) the distribution within a group was significantly different from the normal distribution (p < 0.05). Because these distributions made up over 8% of the parameters, the choice was made to use a non-parametric test in finding differences between the three groups of subjects.
Use of the Kruskal-Wallis test showed that 10 out of 86 parameters had a significant difference (p < 0.05) between groups. These 10 parameters included the Number of Commands given, 3 Area parameters for various cases and observation angles and 6 Change parameters for various cases and observation angles. Using a Mann-Whitney test as a post hoc test on the Number of Commands showed that the experienced ATCo group had higher correlations for this variable than the other two groups. The most interesting remaining parameters were the Option 3 Change 45 degree and 90 degree parameters because of their relatively high correlations with the ISA score. Using a Mann-Whitney test as a post hoc test on these parameters showed that the experienced ATCo group had lower correlations for these change variables then the other two groups. Both the result for the Number of Commands and the result for the Change parameters were significant (p < 0.05).
Angular Influence
The influence of the observation angle, as was described before, was found to have a strong trend towards higher correlations for larger observation angles. Figure 10 shows this relation for option 3, for both the Area and the Change parameter. For all Area parameters it was found that the 180 degree observation angle yielded the highest mean and median correlations per case. All these parameters did not have a significant difference between groups. The fact that for all cases the 180 degree observations gave better results for the Area parameters than the lower observation angles motivated the choice to continue only with the 180 degree Area parameter results, discarding all smaller observation angles. This also eliminated the three Area parameters where the groups showed significantly different correlations.
The Change parameters generally showed lower correlations than the Area parameters. The choice has thus been made to include only a limited amount of Change parameters in the analysis. The fact that the Change parameters from option 3 achieved relatively high correlations, the 45 degree, 90 degree and 180 degree variant of the option 3 Change parameter where observed from this point forward. Note that the Change parameters with the 45 degree and the 90 degree observation angles had lower correlations for the experienced ATCo group. Also note that none of the selected distributions include any insignificant correlations, as were discussed in the pre-selection.
Combined Correlations
For the 15 parameters that the parameter set had been reduced to by observing the individual correlations, the standardized z-scores have been calculated in order to compare both methods of calculating the correlation. This meant that all parameter values were reduced to a z-score, which represents the difference (in standard deviations) that particular value has with the subject mean. Resulting z-scores can then be combined into one measurement, thus combining all subject data in one array. Table 6 shows all individual correlational properties and presents the combined correlations that have been calculated using Kendall's tau (where R gives an indication of the strength of the relation between two parameters). The use of this non-parametric correlation coefficient is again necessary, because a KolmogorovSmirnov normality test reveals that the ISA z-score distribution is non-normally distributed (p < 0.001). It can be seen in Table 6 that the relation between parameters is similar in both methods. The combined correlations do give lower values, but this was to be expected. The results in Table 6 show that the effects of an ordinal ISA score are limited to a scaling of the correlations, where even parameters that showed a significant difference between groups for the individual correlations do not suffer any negative effects when compared to other parameters. In further analysis it can thus be assumed that the different datasets can be added together with the use of standardized z-scores.
Cross correlations
The difference between the Number of Aircraft and the Solution Space parameters can be explored by looking at the correlation between these two parameters. The Number of Aircraft is highly correlated with the remaining parameters, ranging from R = 0.397 to R = 0.440 for the Change parameters and ranging from R = 0.543 to R = 0.601 for the Area parameters. The Number of Commands was correlated with the Number of Aircraft with R = 0.249, was correlated with the Area parameters ranging from R = 0.175 to R = 0.230 and was correlated with the Change parameters ranging from R = 0.201 to R = 0.223. Also, it was found that the correlation between Change parameters and Area parameters ranges from R = 0.414 to R = 0.529.
F. Time Influence Analysis
In the light of the dynamic character of the experiment, the behavior of the correlations has been analyzed for time shifts. Basically this means that the parameters have been shifted relative to the ISA scores. High correlations on negative shifts will indicate a lagging property in a parameter (workload at t = t x is reflected by the parameter at t = t y , with y > x), while high correlations on a positive shift will indicate a predictive property in the parameter (the parameter at t = t x anticipates the workload at t = t y , with y > x). All parameters have been shifted 1, 2 and 4 minutes in both positive and negative directions (∆τ ).
Figures 11(a) and 11(b) give an impression of the effect a time shift has on correlations. These figures only include one Area parameter and one Change parameter, but the distributions shown in the figures are typical and thus all other parameters have been omitted from the figures for clarity reasons. A complete table of resulting correlations can be found in the appendix. Figure 11(a) shows that all parameters have a roughly quadratic distribution in their correlations when shifted relative to the ISA-scores. By scaling the correlations to have a maximum value of 1, the distributions in Figure 11 (b) shows a reasonably symmetric distribution for the Number of Aircraft and the Number of Commands. The Area parameter stays relatively high when dealing with a positive time shift, while it drops relatively fast for a negative time shift. The Change parameter shows this same skewed shape. These results will be further evaluated in the discussion section.
G. Multiple Regression
In order to determine whether different parameters could be used in a combination to get a higher correlation with the ISA-scores, a regression analysis has been performed on the parameters. The regression analysis assumed some data characteristics, one of them being that the data was either continuous or interval, which was in conflict with the characteristics of the original dataset, because the ISA-scores are ordinal. However, the assumption has been made that the ISA z-scores of all subjects combined approximates a continuous dataset, which enabled the use of aforementioned regression method.
For the regression method, all 15 previously selected parameters were used, assuming that different settings in the Solution Space calculations might account for different parts of the variance. By using a forward entry method, only parameters that made a significant contribution to the model were included. The Number of Aircraft parameter has been taken as a starting point, because it has already been proven to have a strong relationship with ATCo workload. The resulting model can be found in Table 7 , where from top to bottom, the parameters are added stepwise, and thus the strength of the model (R) increases. The last column gives the significance of the change in model strength. Note that the correlations in Table 7 are Pearson correlations and can thus not be compared to correlations reported earlier which were Kendall's tau. Seeing that the last parameters added relatively little to the strength of the model and that the change of the model, resulting from their addition, had a significance value of p > 0.01, the choice was made to remove these two parameters from the model to prevent over-fitting. In the resulting model, both Area parameters (Option 4 Area 180 and Option 1 Area 180) showed high multicollinearity with each other. This makes sense, because the two parameters are both variations on the same concept. One could decide to remove one of the parameters from the model, but given the significant contribution to model strength by both parameters, the choice was made to leave the model as is and continue with a 5 parameter model, consisting of the first five parameters from Table 7 . The fact that the only Change parameter in the model is the 180 degree variant is fortunate, because this was the only Change parameter found to have no differences in correlation between groups.
The assumption that this parametric regression method could be used to get an insight in parameter combinations has been verified by calculation of the correlation between the resulting model and the ISA z-scores using Kendall's tau. This correlation is shown in Table 8 next to the strongest correlated parameters found up till this point. It shows that the regression model gives higher correlations than the other parameters, thus verifying that a combination of parameters can be used to obtain higher correlations with ATCo workload. 
H. Questionnaire Results
As part of the experiment, the subjects were asked to fill out a questionnaire. The data from this questionnaire was compared to the ISA data and to the Number of Aircraft, because this has already been proven to be strongly related to ATCo workload in previous research. Since the data from the questionnaire were taken per scenario, all other parameters had to be mapped to this resolution. This was done by taking minimum, maximum, mean and median values per parameter. The questionnaire workload score (q-score) showed a weak correlation with the maximum ISA score that was given in the same scenario (R = 0.269,p = 0.029). All other parameters that were tested against the q-score did not result in significant correlations. Because the Number of Aircraft seemed to be in no way related to the q-scores, while this was to be expected from previous research, the q-score was assumed irrelevant and not to be used in the scenario analysis.
The other three parameters from the questionnaire, being the influence of the traffic mix, the influence of the simulation speed and the influence of the sector size showed no correlations at all. On average, the traffic mix was deemed to have the highest influence on the workload, with simulation speed and sector size getting relatively low scores. To illustrate this, the mean and median values can be found in Table 9 . 
I. Scenario Analysis
Last, the difference in scenario evaluations was tested with Kruskal-Wallis tests. The data from this experiment is non-linear and partly ordinal, thus requiring a non-parametric approach. Both the standardized ISA scores and the results from the Regression Model, as was found earlier, were tested for significant differences between scenarios. Both parameters showed to have a significant difference (p isa = 0.026, p model < 0.001). The mean ranks observed in this test can be found in Table 10 , where scenarios A and D appear to have generated more workload than scenarios B and C. This same difference is reflected in Figures 12(a) and 12(b) . However, this result had to be tested in a post hoc test to determine the exact nature of the significant difference between groups. To determine where the differences between groups lie, a one-tailed Mann-Whitney test was conducted. The fact that a Bonferroni correction had to be applied on the significance threshold resulted in the choice to do only 4 tests, comparing the high ranks with the low ranks. This meant that groups where a difference was found with p < 0. Table 11 shows the results of the Mann-Whitney tests. The significance levels have been calculated using a Monte Carlo approximation, hence the added 99% confidence interval. Finally, the number of separation violations per scenario has been evaluated using a Kruskal-Wallis test. Even though Scenarios A and D showed slightly higher numbers of separation violations, no significant difference between scenarios was found.
VI. Discussion
From the outlier analysis, it became clear that the few outliers that were present in the dataset could be explained and should therefore be included in the further analysis. The analysis of a potential training effect only came up with a slight trend in the Number of Commands given. This can possibly be ascribed to the fact that people got more precise in their commands, leading to more adjustments of the course. The fact that neither the ISA score, nor the Number of Aircraft showed a training effect leads to believe that no significant training effect was present in this dataset.
A. Group Differences
Resulting from the experiment, it became clear that some distinct differences exist between groups, both in the subjective interpretation of workload and in the parameters that contribute to that workload. It has been shown that the group consisting of students gave significantly higher ISA scores than the other two groups, while the group consisting of experienced ATCo's dealt with a higher number of aircraft in their sector. Also, a significantly higher correlation between the Number of Commands used and the experienced subjective workload was found for the experienced ATCo group than for the other two groups.
The difference in ISA score between the groups can probably be explained by the fact that the students were less familiar with ATC related problems then the groups with previous ATC experience. The fact that this experiment was, without exceptions, their first experience with controlling aircraft from an ATCo's perspective probably increased their perceived workload. The difference in Number of Aircraft can probably be explained using an observation made during the experiment. Most of the subjects in the experienced ATCo group tried to maintain a fixed pattern where the aircraft must be lined up in order of appearance, while the groups with less experience dealt with incoming aircraft more flexible, adapting to unexpected circumstances better. Resulting from this difference in strategy, the experienced ATCo's had more trouble clearing the sector, resulting in a build up of traffic. Note that the experienced group also had the highest average age. This fact could also have contributed to this discrepancy. The difference in strategy and in workload perception is further underlined by the fact that the ATCo's had a higher correlation between workload and the Number of Commands used than the other two groups. This high correlation can probably be attributed to their professional training. When the number of commands increases, this group feels less comfortable, while an inexperienced subject will not care whether an aircraft gets more or fewer commands. The experienced ATCo group showed a tendency to have lower correlations with the Change parameters then the other two groups.
B. Scenario Differences
From Table 11 it became clear that scenario A was significantly more difficult than scenario C according to both the ISA scores and the estimated workload from the regression model. It also became clear that scenario D was not significantly more difficult than scenario B according to both scores. The comparison of scenarios A and B shows that scenario A was significantly more difficult according to the ISA scores, but not according to the model. However, the significance values lie close to each other, so the model behavior does actually resemble the ISA behavior. In the comparison of scenarios D and C this is not the case however. The model shows that scenario D is significantly more difficult than scenario C, while the ISA scores give the opposite result. This could possibly be caused by the fact that scenario D included intruder aircraft that had a different effect on the ISA score than it had on the model score. These results show that the model could possibly be used for scenario evaluation, but that will have to be improved on first.
C. Correlation Analysis
From the angular analysis of the Solution Space it becomes clear that subjects experienced their workload based on the entire heading band. However, this effect is strongest for the Area parameters. All Area parameters showed to be strongest for their 180 degree case, which shows that subjects use information from the entire heading band in defining their workload. The Change parameter however, did not show an increase in correlation towards the higher heading bands, but showed correlations of the same order of magnitude for the 45, 90 and 180 degree cases. This suggests that a relatively large part of the workload that can be accounted for by the change of the Solution Space can be found in the heading band centered around an aircraft's own heading. Note that the 180 degree case was selected to participate in the Regression model. This parameter was selected for the fact that it accounted for a larger part of the variance that was yet unaccounted for by the model than the other two Change parameters, even though the 90 degree case had a higher correlation with the workload than the 180 degree case.
The actual correlations found between the subjective workload (ISA) and the 180 degree Area parameters showed to be of the same order of magnitude as those found for the Number of Aircraft. This result is less optimistic than the results found in previous work by Hermes et al. 17 on the instantaneous Solution Space. The discrepancy between results found in the work on a static Solution Space and a dynamic Solution Space can most likely be explained through the setup of the experiments. The static experiment was set up for the subject to control one aircraft and merge it in a stream of on-route aircraft. This left the subject with finding a suitable gap to merge the controlled aircraft in. When this gap was found, basically the number of aircraft that where in front or behind this gap did not influence the workload that much, because the task stayed the same: merging the controlled aircraft between two on-route aircraft. In the dynamic experiment however, the subject was confronted with multiple aircraft to control. In most situations, the subject was required to control all aircraft in the sector, which leads to reason that all aircraft in the sector actually contributed to the workload. The fact that there was no predefined route structure present in the sector of this experiment, probably meant that subjects were required to keep monitoring all aircraft in the sector instead of only those that had not been put on a route yet. This might very well have increased the correlation between the Number of Aircraft and the ISA-score even further.
The fact that the Solution Space (Area) parameters show a predictive character, as was shown in the time influence analysis, makes sense, because the Solution Space contains intent information. Where the Number of Aircraft only contains information on the situation in the air space at that particular moment in time, the Solution Space already contains information on situations that lie in the future.
D. Regression Analysis
The regression model that was found earlier by combining several parameters was found to give higher correlations than each parameter individually. However, the strength of the model is not much higher in magnitude than the most strongly correlated individual parameters. This can be explained by the fact that most parameters show signs of multicollinearity. Perfect multicollinearity occurs when a parameter is a linear combination of one or more other parameters and thus accounts for a piece of variance that is already accounted for. The fact that most parameters in this paper are related to the Solution Space creates these kind of problems. When combining multiple Solution Space parameters in one model this fact should be strongly considered. Also the Number of Aircraft shows signs of multicollinearity with the Area parameters, which suggests that these two parameters account for similar parts of the variance. The fact that all parameters are highly correlated with each other also suggests that the Number of Aircraft in the sector strongly influences the Solution Space properties. This makes sense, because each aircraft in the air space will also generate a CoZ on the Solution Space Diagram and thus contribute to the Solution Space Area parameter. On top of that, both parameters are highly correlated with the ISA score, which suggests that the parameters behave similarly.
E. Different Options
From the results it became apparent that the time limited options, being options 3,4 and 5, scored best for the Area parameter. Especially Option 4 showed high correlations with the ISA score. Option 4 had its time limit set to 10 minutes in simulated time. This result indicates that, when confronted with a two dimensional ATC-like environment, a subject will base his workload on the next 10 minutes of simulated time, or 2.5 minutes of real time.
However, the results involving the Change parameter tell a different story. Only several Change parameters from option 3 offered high correlations with the ISA scores. Since option 3 was time limited to 5 minutes in simulated time, this would indicate that, when only observing the change of the situation, a subject bases his workload on the next 5 minutes of simulated time, or 1.25 minutes of real time.
The difference between these two parameters is interesting and suggests that planning of trajectories, as can be represented by the Area parameter of the Solution Space, is an integral part of the workload for the medium time range. Manoeuvring of aircraft only adds to the workload when aircraft are in relatively close proximity to each other, hence the Change parameter only has a high correlation for a short term Solution Space representation. Note that the relationship between real time and simulated time has not been explored for other simulation speeds than four times real time.
VII. Conclusions & Recommendations
It can be concluded that the Solution Space parameters are highly correlated to the measured subjective workload, be it with the same order of magnitude as the Number of Aircraft. However, the Number of Aircraft is usually deemed too limited to be used as a workload metric. The fact that the Solution Space includes heading and intent information probably make it more robust compared to the Number of Aircraft in predicting ATCo workload. Also, the fact that this experiment used a completely free air traffic sector, with no predefined route structure, resulted in a situation where the Number of Aircraft is a very likely predictor of workload, which could have contributed to high correlation between the Number of Aircraft and the workload measurements.
The fact that a high correlation was found between the Solution Space parameters and the ISA scores suggest that continuation of this line of research is required. The current results support the hypothesis that the Solution Space has a strong relationship with the subjective ATCo workload. However, the results are not strong enough and the tested parameters did not cover all possible settings in the Solution Space calculations. A possible increase in correlations could be found in optimization of the time limit options. The test resolution for this experiment was set at 5 minutes, which leaves rather large gaps in the analysis. Also the Change parameter was found to be strongest for the 5 minute option, which suggests that an even tighter time limit could offer better results.
In future experiments, different air traffic schemes should also be explored, in order to test if this presentation of air traffic indeed biased the measurements towards getting high correlations with the Number of Aircraft. The current task focussed mainly on controlling aircraft towards one point, which is a situation where the Number of Aircraft is intuitively strongly related with the workload. By creating situations where an ATCo gets multiple tasks, the relation between the subjective workload and the Number of Aircraft should be lower than found in this experiment. Expansion of the Solution Space concept to the third spatial dimension would also be a logical next step. However, it should be kept in mind that an ATCo uses a two dimensional visual environment to control the air traffic. Even though the ATCo is aware of the fact that he is controlling air traffic in a three dimensional environment, the two dimensional visualization could lead to unexpectedly strong correlations between the two dimensional Solution Space and the subjective workload measured in a three dimensional environment. Also, it might be advisable to use only active air traffic controllers in future experiments. The difference between groups was not unacceptably large for this experiment, but the introduction of a third dimension might increase the difference between experienced air traffic controllers and other subjects even further.
As an afterthought, the fact that the Solution Space got higher correlations than the Number of Aircraft did for a situation where only one aircraft was controlled, while those correlations are found to be of a same magnitude for the situation where multiple aircraft were controlled, suggests that the Solution Space might prove to be a good workload metric for vehicle controllers. In this context a vehicle controller should be taken as a broad definition, containing job descriptions as pilots or ship captains. The possibility exists that the Solution Space has a stronger relationship with the workload experienced in controlling one vehicle then with the workload experienced in controlling air traffic and thus multiple vehicles. 
Appendix: Time shift table
